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Abstract : The monomer and dimer structures of the amyloid fragment Aβ(1–16) sequence formed in H2O were investigated
using electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (MS) and tandem MS (MS/MS). Aβ16 monomers and dimers were indicated by
signals representing multiple proton adduct forms, [monomer+zH]n+ (=Mz+, z = charge state) and [dimer+zH]z+ (=Dz+), in the
MS spectrum. Fragment ions of monomers and dimers were observed using collision-induced dissociation MS/MS. Peptide
bond dissociation was mostly observed in the D1–D7 and V11–K16 regions of the MS/MS spectra for the monomer (or dimer),
regardless of the monomer (or dimer) charge state. Both covalent and non-covalent bond dissociation processes were indicated
by the MS/MS results for the dimers. During the non-covalent bond dissociation process, the D3+ dimer complex was separated
into two components: the M1+ and M2+ subunits. During the covalent bond dissociation of the D3+ dimer complex, the b and y
fragment ions attached to the monomer, (M+b10-15)

z+ and (M+y9-15)
z+, were thought to originate from the dissociation of the M2+

monomer component of the (M1++M2+) complex. Two different D3+ complex geometries exist; two distinguished interaction
geometries resulting from interactions between the M1+ monomer and two different regions of M2+ (the N-terminus and C-termi-
nus) are proposed. Intricate fragmentation patterns were observed in the MS/MS spectrum of the D5+ complex. The complicated
nature of the MS/MS spectrum is attributable to the coexistence of two D5+ configurations, (M1++M4+) and (M2++M3+), in the
Aβ16 solution.
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Introduction

An understanding of protein misfolding is crucial to

understanding the pathology of neurodegenerative diseases.

One example of a misfolded protein is Aβ in Alzheimer’s

disease (AD).1,2 AD is characterized by the extracellular

deposition of Aβ in the form of plaques and neurofibrillary

tangles of the Tau protein in the brain.3,4 In the plaque

deposition of Aβ, Aβ oligomers that formed in the early

stage of Aβ aggregation are considered to be the most

neurotoxic agents in AD.5-8 However, the structure and

formation process of Aβ oligomers are not yet understood

clearly because of the metastable character of Aβ

oligomers.9 

Accordingly, oligomer formation processes have been

studied using various experimental and theoretical methods

including ion-mobility mass spectrometry,10,11 CD,12,13

NMR experiments14,15 and computer simulations.16-20 The

collision cross-sections and the percentage of β-strands

or -helix content of oligomers were reported to aid in

understanding or inhibiting Aβ fibril formation process.

One (residues 12–24), two (residues 12–24 and 30–42), or

three (1–6, 12–24, and 30–42) active regions were reported

as critical interaction areas in the Aβ42 aggregation

process.14,21-23 Several stable dimer conformations were

also reported in a simulation study of Aβ oligomer.19,20

Short Aβ fragments (Aβ16–20, Aβ35–40, Aβ1–16,

Aβ17–42, and Aβ1–28) have been studied to aid in

understanding (or inhibiting) the Aβ aggregation process.24-28

However, the exact sequence of aggregation events and

their role remain unclear. In particular, reports of the Aβ16

fragment, which is regarded as a potential inhibitor29,30 of

Aβ aggregation, are discrepant. Some studies31,32 reported

that Aβ16 fragments do not aggregate and reduce Aβ16

cytotoxicity in neuronal cells, whereas other reports state that

Aβ16 aggregates and Aβ16 oligomers are cytotoxic.26,33

These conflicting experimental results were obtained using
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various experimental techniques. Metal (Ni, Cu, Zn, and

Al, among others) ion-induced Aβ16 aggregation was also

studied to understand the reactivity and functional group

activity of Aβ16. The 10–16 residue region of Aβ appears

to be an effective metal ion trapping unit.34,35 His6 and

other carbonyl groups have also been reported as potential

active regions for the metal ion binding unit.

In this study, we used collision-induced dissociation

(CID) in conjunction with electrospray ionization (ESI)-

mass spectrometry (MS) to obtain structural information

on the Aβ16 monomer and dimer. Aβ16 dimer complexes

were allowed to form in solution and were electrosprayed

onto a quadrupole ion guide. ESI-MS was assumed to

produce intact gas-phase dimer complex ions from the

Aβ16 dimer complex in solution. A low-energy CID-

tandem MS (MS/MS) method was applied to investigate

the fragment ion species and patterns of the multiply

charged monomers and dimers of Aβ16.

Experimental

The MS and MS/MS spectra for the Aβ16 fragmentation

pattern analysis were obtained using a Thermo Finnigan

LTQ mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific,

Waltham, MA, USA), which is a linear ion trap mass

spectrometer equipped with an atmospheric pressure ESI

source.

MS conditions 

Aβ16 samples (in H2O) were introduced to the ESI

interface via a direct infusion method using a microsyringe

pump (Hamilton, USA) at a flow rate of 1 mL/min. The

CID-MS/MS experiments were conducted at capillary

temperatures of 150oC, which resulted in the best signal-to-

noise ratios for the MS/MS spectra. The positive ion MS

spectra were acquired over an m/z range of 100–2000 by

averaging 1000–4000 scans. The MS/MS experimental

conditions were as follows: ion-trap pressure, 1×10-5 Torr;

activation time, 30 ms; injection time, 100–200 ms; and

isolation width, 0.8–1.5 mass units. The parent Aβ16 ions

were individually and manually selected and subjected to

CID. The collision energies were optimized for each MS/

MS experiment to obtain sufficient signal-to-noise ratios.

Reagents

The Aβ16 peptide, synthetic peptide (purity > 95%),

amidated at the C-terminus (DAEFRHDSGYEVHHQK-

NH2, Peptron, Daejeon, Korea), and HPLC-grade H2O

(Merck Ltd., Korea) were used in the experiments. Aβ16

peptides were dissolved in H2O to prepare 150 μM

solutions. Solutions were prepared to achieve sufficient D5+

ion intensity in the CID-MS/MS experiments. The

experiments were performed within 24 h of sample

preparation.

Results and Discussion

MS Spectra

Under our ESI experimental conditions, the mass spectra

of the Aβ16 solutions indicated the presence of multiply

charged monomers and oligomers (Figure 1). Aβ16 monomers

were observed at m/z 1953.9, 977.5, 652.0, and 489.2,

ranging from 1+ to 4+ and [M+H+] to [M+4H+] as multiple

proton adducts forms. The Aβ16 peptide contains five

basic residues (Arg5, His6, His13, His14, and Lys16) and

an N-terminal position available for protonation. There are

also four acidic residues (Asp1, Glu3, Asp7 and Glu11) in

the Aβ16 peptide. The M5+ peak at m/z 391.6 was not

observed in the ESI-MS spectrum of the Aβ16 solution

(Figure 1). The M3+ monomer peak was observed with a

Figure 1. ESI-MS spectrum of Aβ16 solution. Multiply charged monomers and oligomers are represented as Mz+, Dz+, and Tz+ (M =

monomer, D = dimer, T = trimer, and z = charge state). 
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high-intensity peak. For the oligomers, peaks were

observed at m/z 1302.9, 782.2, and 1465.7, corresponding

to D3+, D5+, and T4+ (T=trimer), respectively.

MS spectra of the Aβ16 peptide have been reported in

previous studies.36-38 Oligomer complexes were not

observed in these spectra because of the Aβ16

concentrations and experimental conditions. The positive

charge state distribution of the Aβ16 monomers (Figure 1) is

consistent with that of the previously reported MS

spectrum. The new observation of D3+, D5+, and T4+

complexes indicated the possibility of aggregation of the

Aβ16 peptides. The aggregation process of Aβ16 might be

different from that of Aβ protein because of the extra

Aβ17-42 peptide region. The configurations (up to trimer)

and m/z values of the observed complexes are listed in the

Supplementary Information Table S1. 

MS/MS spectra of monomers

CID-MS/MS experiments were conducted to obtain

structural information regarding the parent Aβ16 monomer

and dimer ions. The MS/MS spectra of Aβ16 monomers

are shown in Figure 2 and 3. The fragment ions were

labeled with various colors and shapes based on the charge

states and fragment ion species in Figure 2 and 3. The m/

z values and assignments for the fragment ions in Figure 2

and 3 are presented in the Supplementary Information

Table S2. These monomer MS/MS fragmentation patterns

are useful for analyzing the dimer MS/MS spectrum,

according to the charge state. The similar fragment ions of

M2+, M3+, and M4+ monomers have been reported under

different experimental conditions (in CH3OH:H2O 97:3

solution).36 The MS/MS fragment ion species shown in

Figure 2 and 3 are similar to those of previously reported

spectra. However, some fragment ions observed in this

study have not been reported previously (including b13
3+,

b14
3+, b15

3+, shown in Figure 2b, y13
3+, b9

2+, shown in Figure

3a, and y14
3+, shown in Figure 3b). In the MS/MS spectrum

for Aβ16 M1+ and M2+ (Figure 2), we observed high-

intensity fragment ions at the peptide bonds of the N-

terminus (D1–D7) and C-terminus (V11–K16) region. The

peptide bond dissociation between D7 and S8, corresponding

to the b7 and y9 ions, was also observed as another

characteristic dissociation channel in the CID process of

M1+ or M2+ parent ions. The dissociation process in the

central region, residues S8–Y10, cannot be observed in the

monomer spectra (Figure 2). However, we observed

distinctive fragment ions, originating from the S8–Y10

central region, in the MS/MS spectrum of M3+ (Figure 3a).

The (b8
2+–b10

2+) fragment ions were observed by a part of

the (2+) b
u
 ion series peaks at u = 7–15. The (2+) b

u
 ion

series peaks at u = 7–15, which were observed at high

intensities, are the characteristic ion series observed in the

MS/MS spectrum of M3+ (Figure 3a). These ion series

were only observed in the MS/MS spectrum of M3+ among

four monomer parent ions (M1+–M4+). The b or y fragment

ions from the peptide bonds of the N-terminus and C-

Figure 2. MS/MS spectra of monomers of Aβ16 (a) M1+ and (b) M2+. (1+) b fragment ions are indicated by blue empty circle and (1+) y

fragment ions are indicated by red empty circle at top of peak. (2+) b and y fragment ions are indicated by filled circles.
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terminus regions are also observed in Figure 3 with (+1) to

(+4) charge states. The observed fragment ions are listed in

Table 1.

MS/MS spectra of the dimers

Both covalent and non-covalent bond dissociation were

indicated by the MS/MS spectra of the dimers (Figure 4).

Figure 3. MS/MS spectra of (a) M3+ and (b) M4+ monomers. (1+) b fragment series peaks are indicated by empty blue circles and (1+) y

fragment series peaks are indicated by empty red circles at top of peak. (2+) b and y fragment ions are indicated by filled circles, (3+) b

and y fragment ions by filled triangles, and (4+) b and y fragment ions by filled squares at top of peak.

Table 1. Comparison of MS/MS fragment ions of Aβ16 monomers and dimers. b and y ions were observed in MS/MS spectrum for

monomers and b, y, (M+ b), and (M+ y) fragment ions were observed in MS/MS spectrum for dimers.

Parent

ion

Observed MS/MS fragment ions

residue 1-7 residue 8-10 residue 11-16

M1+ b5

1+ - b7

1+ // y15

1+ - y9

1+ b11

1+ - b14

1+

M2+
b5

1+ - b7

1+ b11

1+ - b14

1+ // b13

2+ - b15

2+

y11

1+ - y9

1+ // y15

2+ - y13

2+

M3+

b5

1+ - b7

1+ b11

1+ - b12

1+ // y4

1+ - y3

1+

b7

2+, y14

2+, y13

2+ b8

2+ - b10

2+ << b11

2+ - b15

2+ >>

y15

3+ , y13

3+ b10

3+ b12

3+, b15

3+

M4+

b6

2+ - b7

2+ b11

2+ - b13

2+, y5

2+ - y3

2+

< y14

3+, y13

3+ > b13

3+ - b15

3+

y15

4+- y13

4+

D3+
b5

1+ - b7

1+ [M+b11]
2+ - [M+b14]

2+

[M+y11]
2+- [M+y9]

2+ // [M+y15]
3+ - [M+y13]

3+

D5+

b7

1+ b11

1+, b12

1+ // b11

2+, b12

2+ // y4

1+

[M+y11]
3+- [M+y9]

3+ [M+b11]
3+ - [M+b13]

3+

< [M+y14]
4+, [M+y13]

4+ > << [M+b11]
4+ - [M+b15]

4+ >>

[M+y15]
5+ - [M+y13]

5+ [M+b10]
5+ [M+b12]

5+, [M+b15]
5+
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During the non-covalent bond dissociation process, the D3+

dimer complex was separated into two components, M1+

and M2+, which produced high-intensity peaks (Figure 4a).

The D3+ complex is most likely composed of (M1++M2+),

rather than (M0+M3+) complex geometry. In the case of the

D5+ complex, M2+ and M3+ subunits were indicated by low-

intensity peaks under our low-energy CID conditions

(Figure 4b). However, the non-covalent bond dissociation

resulted in the peak of the M1+ or M4+ subunit ions was not

observed in Figure 4b. The charge state of parent ion is

most likely crucial to the non-covalent bond dissociation

process under our low-energy CID conditions. The

possibility of the conformational change could also be

existed in the CID thermal energy process. 

During the covalent bond dissociation process, the D3+

MS/MS spectrum (Figure 4a) showed three fragment ion

series, ① singly charged b5–b7 ions, ② doubly or triply

charged [(M1+)+b11]
2+–[(M1+)+b14]

2+ and [(M1+)+b14]
3+ 

–[(M1+)+b15]
3+ ions, and ③ doubly or triply charged

[(M1+)+y11]
2+–[(M1+)+y9]

2+ and [(M1+)+y15]
3+–[(M1+)+y13]

3+

fragment ions. The fragmentation patterns of the ①, ②, and

③ series are exactly the same as those shown in the M2+ MS/

MS spectrum (Figure 2b), except for (M1+) component in

the ② and ③ fragment ion series. Therefore, it is expected

that the observed CID-MS/MS fragmentation pattern

shown in Figure 4a originates from the M2+ monomer

component of the (M1++M2+) dimer geometry. The entire

M1+ component is completely conserved throughout the

MS/MS dissociation of the D3+ complex.

The two proposed Aβ16 D3+ structures are shown in

Scheme 1, based on observations of the ①, ②, and ③ ion

series. The two proposed geometric configurations of the

Figure 4. MS/MS spectra of Aβ16 (a) D3+ parent ion and (b) D5+. [M+ b, y ions]4+ fragment ions are indicated by blue or red filled

squares, [M+ b, y ions]3+ by blue or red filled triangles, [M+ b, y ions]2+ by blue or red filled circles, and [b, y ions]1+ by blue or red

empty circles at top of peaks.

Scheme 1. Schematics of proposed Aβ16 D3+ complex. M1+ monomer interacts at (a) the C-terminus region of M2+ monomer and (b) N-

terminus region of M2+ monomer.
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D3+ complex presumably coexist in the Aβ16 solution. The

D3+ complex geometry shown in Scheme 1a is a likely

candidate to explain the series ① or ③ fragment ion

patterns, whereas the Scheme 1b geometry explains the

series ② fragment ion patterns.

The Scheme 1b geometry of D3+ complex is not

appropriate for explaining the singly charged b5–b7 ions in

① pattern because the fragile R5–D7 region of M2+ is

blocked by the attachment of M1+, which inhibits the

dissociation of the fragile R5–D7 region of M2+. Judging

from the common observation of singly or doubly charged

b5–b7 ions in the MS/MS spectra of M1+–M4+, the R5–D7

region is prone to dissociation in the Aβ16 complex.

Therefore, it is deduced that the singly charged b5–b7

ions in ① pattern were resulted from the Scheme 1a

geometry of D3+ complex because there is no interaction

between M1+ component and the fragile R5–D7 region of

M2+. The possible dissociation channels are indicated by

arrows in Scheme 1. If the M1+ component is attached to

the restricted D1–F4 region of M2+ in the Scheme 1b

geometry, the singly charged b5–b7 ions of ① pattern could

be differently observed, resulted in the [M1++b5]–[M1++b7]

attached ions. However, the attached fragment ions

[M1++b5]–[M1++b7] were not observed in the D3+ MS/MS

spectrum (Figure 4a).

Notably, fragment ion series ② in the D3+ MS/MS

spectrum is low intensity. The intensities of the [M+b11]
2+–

[M+b14]
2+ and [M+b14]

3+–[M+b15]
3+ monomer attached

ions were significantly lower than those of (b11
1+–b14

1+) and

(b14
2+–b15

2+), as shown in Figure 2b. 

In fragment ion series of ③ pattern, the [M+y9]
2+ ion is

a counter ion to the b7
1+ fragment ion in the D7–S8 peptide

bond dissociation process of the D3+ complex illustrated in

Scheme 1a. The high intensities of the [M+y9]
2+ and b7

1+

ions suggested that the D7–S8 peptide bond is one of the

weak bonds in the D3+ complex of Scheme 1a, similar to

how the D7–S8 peptide bond is one of the weak bonds in

the M2+ monomer.

According to the difference in the intensities of ② and

③ patterns (Figure 4a), it is presumed that the complex

formation efficiency of Scheme 1a geometry is better than

that of Scheme 1b geometry. Consequently, we believe that

the geometry proposed in Scheme 1a is the major species

of D3+ complex in the Aβ16 solution.

In the MS/MS spectrum of the D5+ complex (Figure 4b),

intricate fragmentation patterns resulting from the covalent

bond dissociation process were observed. Two characteristic

fragmentation patterns are observed in Figure 4b, ④

[(M1+)+(y13
3+)]4+ and [(M1+)+(y14

3+)]4+ and ⑤ [(M2+)

+(b11
2+)]4+–[(M2+)+(b15

2+)]4+ fragment ions. The fragment

ion series and intensities of ④ pattern or ⑤ pattern are

consistent to those of the M4+ or M3+ spectrum (Figure 3)

except (M1+) or (M2+) monomer attachment in the ④ and

⑤ fragment ions. Therefore, the fragment ions of ④

pattern were assigned to the fragments resulting from the

dissociation of the M4+ monomer component of the

(M1++M4+) dimer geometry and the fragment ions of ⑤

pattern were assigned to those resulting from the

dissociation of the M3+ monomer component of the

(M2++M3+) dimer geometry. 

The triply charged ⑥ [M+y11]
3+–[M+y9]

3+ and

[M+b11]
3+–[M+b13]

3+ ion signals are commonly attributable

to fragments resulting from the dissociation of the M4+

component in the (M1++M4+) or M3+ component of the

(M2++M3+) dimer geometry.

However, the ⑦ (b7
1+, b11

1+, and b12
1+) ion signals are

attributable to the fragments resulting from the dissociation

of the M3+ monomer component of the (M2++M3+) dimer

geometry. The (b7
1+, b11

1+, and b12
1+) fragment ion signals

were not observed in the MS/MS spectrum for M4+ (Figure

3b). The two proposed D3+ structures (Schemes 1a and 1b)

are still applicable to the D5+ structures with different

combinations of (M1++M4+) or (M2++M3+) dimer

geometries. Judging from the similar intensities of the

signals in ④ and ⑤ patterns, no geometric preference for

either (M1++M4+) or (M2++M3+) configurations was

indicated. 

Conclusion

CID-MS/MS experiments were conducted to obtain

structural information regarding of the Aβ16 dimer

complex. The D3+ complex is composed of two subunits,

M1+ and M2+. The Scheme 1a geometry of D3+ complex

was expected to be more favorable than the Scheme 1b

geometry. The b and y fragment ions attached to the

monomer, (M+ b10-15)
z+ and (M+ y9-15)

z+, were believed to

originate from the dissociation of the M2+ monomer

component of the (M1++M2+) dimer geometry. Intricate

fragmentation patterns were observed in the MS/MS

spectrum of the D5+ complexes. The complicated nature of

the MS/MS spectrum is attributable to the coexistence of

two D5+ configurations, (M1++M4+) and (M2++M3+), in the

Aβ16 solution.
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